It suggests the.presence of a singularity in then-nand n-p interaction~, presumably the same singular.i ty for vvh ich evidence is provided in the p-p interaction by the nearly energy-independent p-p cross section at correspondingly high energies 2,3.
In order to test this interpretation of the ener~r-independent cross sections we have carried out ca-lculations based on an optical model in which nuciear matter is described by an index of refracti()n and a~absorption coefficient4. The cross section is then composed of an_incoherent contri-' buti01~ depending-only on the absorption· coefficient an~ a coherent contribution depending on the index of refraction. The absorption coefficient is
where f is the nuc.leon density, ·and the CJ nn and cr:;: · are· t}1e total n-n and It is important to.note that this argument· sheds no light on the tensor component of the interaction, since tensor forces of any kind will make only small contributions to f(O).
A more detailed account is in preparation, including a discussion of the effec-t of the presence of other nucleons on the two-body nucleon cross sections.
This work was carried out under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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